Finding the right cleaning products should never be complicated, which is why SURFLEX® makes so much sense. Our complete line of products offers you products and systems that are simple and effective.

SURFLEX® has a system that is right for you. Our products have a proven 30 year track record that assures optimum performance.

SURFLEX® is the only name you need to know for quality and price performance. It’s just that simple! Once you’ve found that right chemistry, you will discover the solution that works every time.

For more information on SURFLEX® products and The INTEGRA Program®, visit our website at www.THEINTEGRAPROGRAM.com.

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

KITCHEN PRODUCTS

SURFLEX® CLEANING SOLUTIONS

... Products & Systems
KITCHEN PRODUCTS

Detergents

ALUMINUM SAFE DETERGENT
WASHMACHINE DETERGENT WITH CORROSION INHIBITORS
5 Gal Drum PKI0937
15 Gal Drum PKI0945

ECLIPSE ES
ALL-TEMP WASHER DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1301

HD DISHWASHER DETERGENT
DEACIDIFIED DISHWASHER DETERGENT
15 Gal Drum PKI0936

LO-TEMP DISHWASHER DETERGENT
MECHANICAL WASHER DETERGENT
5 Gal Drum PKI0932

MACHINE DETERGENT 30%
CAPSULATED MECHANICAL DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI2051

POWER PRO
MECHANICAL WASHER DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1156

SOFT-CELL
HEAVY DUTY WASHER DETERGENT
4x8# Case PKI1153
2x10# Case PKI1505

TRIUMPH
HEAVY DUTY WASHER DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1156

Detergents

Pot N' Pan

GREEN SHOT P & P
MANUAL DISHWASHING DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1383

SUSS XTRA
MANUAL DISHWASHING DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI5532

DISH & UTENSIL PRESOAK
PRESOAKED DISHWASHING DETERGENT
4x10# Jug Case PKI1394

SILVERWARE PRESOAK
UTENSIL PRESOAKING LIQUID DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1013

SILVERWARE PRESOAK BLUE
PRESOAK & DETERGENT
4x10# Case PKI1013

Presoaks

ACID RINSE
ACID RINSE AD
5 Gal Drum PKI0473

ALL TEMPERATURE RINSE AID
ALL-Temperature RINSE AID
4x1 Gal Case PKI1153
5 Gal Drum PKI1164

Acids

ASSURE
ANTIMICROBIAL FOAMING HAND SOAP
2x1 Gal Case PKI1132

CUTBI FOAM
FOAMING HAND SOAP
2x1 Gal Case PKI1131

CUTBI GREEN
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER/DEGREASER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1188

CUTTER BOARD PLUS
CUTTING BOARD DESTAINER & BUTCHER BLOCK WHITENER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1108

Spray & Wipes

SPARKLE
INSTITUTIONAL GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1210

KITCHEN CONTINUED:

Sanitizers

ASSURE
QUICKLY DISINFECTING CLEANER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1120

LO-TEMP CHLORINATING SANITIZER
LIQUID CHLORINATING SANITIZER
4x1 Gal Case PKI0914
5 Gal Drum PKI0915

GP EXTRA
DEGEASER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1195
5 Gal Drum PKI1322

INSTA SAN
INSTANT FOAM HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1134

INSTA SAN
LIQUID HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1135

OXYGEN BLEACH
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
5 Gal Drum PKI1301
15 Gal Drum PKI1302

PERFORM
BUILT LAUNDRY DETERGENT
5x1 Gal Case PKI1030
15 Gal Drum PKI1031

TOP LAUNDRY DETERGENT
LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1310

Rinse Aids

ACID RINSE
ACID RINSE AD
5 Gal Drum PKI0473

ALL TEMPERATURE RINSE AID
ALL-Temperature RINSE AID
4x1 Gal Case PKI1153
5 Gal Drum PKI1164

KITCHEN CONTINUED:

Sanitizers

ASSURE
QUICKLY DISINFECTING CLEANER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1120

LO-TEMP CHLORINATING SANITIZER
LIQUID CHLORINATING SANITIZER
4x1 Gal Case PKI0914
5 Gal Drum PKI0915

GP EXTRA
DEGEASER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1195
5 Gal Drum PKI1322

INSTA SAN
INSTANT FOAM HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1134

INSTA SAN
LIQUID HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1135

OXYGEN BLEACH
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
5 Gal Drum PKI1301
15 Gal Drum PKI1302

PERFORM
BUILT LAUNDRY DETERGENT
5x1 Gal Case PKI1030
15 Gal Drum PKI1031

TOP LAUNDRY DETERGENT
LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1310

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Detergents

BAZZLE
DETERGENT WITH ODOR ELIMINATOR
2x1 Gal Case PKI1300

DETERGENT LIQUID
LIQUID CHLORINATING DETERGENT WITH BUILDERS
15 Gal Drum PKI1305

BREAKER HD
HEAVY DUTY LAUNDRY DETERGENT
5 Gal Drum PKI0910
15 Gal Drum PKI0911
20 Gal Drum PKI0912

DRAIN MAINTAIN
DRAIN MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
5 Gal Jerrican PKI1166

DEGREASER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1195
5 Gal Jerrican PKI1322

DELIMER
HEAVY DUTY LIQUID LIME SCALE REMOVER
4x1 Gal Case PKI0013

DRAIN MAINTAIN
DRAIN MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
5 Gal Jerrican PKI1166

GP EXTRA
DEGEASER
4x1 Gal Case PKI1195
5 Gal Drum PKI1322

INSTA SAN
INSTANT FOAM HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1134

INSTA SAN
LIQUID HAND SANITIZER
2x1 Gal Case PHK1135

OXYGEN BLEACH
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
5 Gal Drum PKI1301
15 Gal Drum PKI1302

PERFORM
BUILT LAUNDRY DETERGENT
5x1 Gal Case PKI1030
15 Gal Drum PKI1031

TOP LAUNDRY DETERGENT
LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT
4x1 Gal Case PKI1310

Bleaches

ACID RINSE
ACID RINSE AD
5 Gal Drum PKI0473

ALL TEMPERATURE RINSE AID
ALL-Temperature RINSE AID
4x1 Gal Case PKI1153
5 Gal Drum PKI1164

Bleaches

BREAKER HD
LAUNDRY BLEACHING COMPOUND
5 Gal Drum PKI0932
15 Gal Drum PKI0933
30 Gal Drum PKI1132
55 Gal Drum PKI3452

OXYGEN BLEACH
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
5 Gal Drum PKI0912
15 Gal Drum PKI0911

OXYGEN BLEACH 34%
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
15 Gal Drum PKI0931

OXYGEN BLEACH 34%
CONCENTRATED LAUNDRY PERFORMANCE
BOOSTER
15 Gal Drum PKI0931

POWERSAFE BLEACH
DISHWASHER BLEACH
4x1 Gal Case PKI0014